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City regions face substantial challenges
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Three focus areas in city regions…
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… leading to three goals in city regions
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→ Ensuring Accessibility

→Achieving Emission Targets

→Adopting effective transport and spatial interventions

GoalsFocus areas
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How to assess these interventions?



One possible intervention: U5 southeast extension + push measures
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How to assess transport and spatial interventions?
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Forecasting Forecasting + Targets

Travel demand Accessibility

One transport project Push & Pull in intervention area

Cost benefit analysis New metrics

“predict and provide” as long as
benefits exceed costs

“Sustainable mobility”: maintain accessibility, 
achieve societal targets

The standard approach: A novel approach:
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Targets
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Achieve CO2 targets
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Targets
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Achieve CO2 targets Maintain Accessibility
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Accessibility
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𝐴𝑖 =
1

σ𝑗 𝑤𝑗


𝑗

𝑤𝑗𝑒𝛽 σ𝑘 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∗ 100

2

𝑝 = population, 𝑤 = workforce, 𝑟 = travel impedance, 𝜇 = modal split,
𝑘 = transport mode, 𝑖 = origin cell, 𝑗 = destination cell

1. Accessibility to jobs per cell:



Accessibility
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2

𝑝 = population, 𝑤 = workers, 𝑟 = travel impedance, 𝜇 = modal split,
𝑘 = transport mode, 𝑖 = origin cell, 𝑗 = destination cell



Accessibility
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𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 21.2

𝐴𝑖 =
1

σ𝑗 𝑤𝑗


𝑗

𝑤𝑗𝑒𝛽 σ𝑘 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑟𝑖𝑗𝑘 ∗ 100 𝐴 =
1

σ𝑖 𝑝𝑖
 𝐴𝑖

2

𝑝 = population, 𝑤 = workforce, 𝑟 = travel impedance, 𝜇 = modal split,
𝑘 = transport mode, 𝑖 = origin cell, 𝑗 = destination cell

1. Accessibility to jobs per cell: 2. Compound regional index:

Constant before / after the intervention



Push and Pull
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Public transit accessibility changes [%] Car travel time extensions [min.]
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New metrics
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Indicator Target
Scheme
impact

Accessibility to jobs constant constant

Costs* -
291 million 

EUR2016

CO2-emissions* -29,000 kt -27 kt

… … …

4

Impact Analysis

* Assessment period: 2019-2055



New metrics
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Indicator Target
Scheme
impact

Contribution
to target

Cost-effectiveness
ratio

Accessibility to jobs constant constant

Costs* -
291 million 

EUR2016

CO2-emissions* -29,000 kt -27 kt 0.1% 10,858 EUR2016/t CO2

… … … … …

4

Impact Analysis Assessment

* Assessment period: 2019-2055



Discussion
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Framework
scalable for development of transport 
programs in metropolitan regions

Advantages Disadvantages

inconsistent with current planning and 
funding frameworks

Modeling

Indicators

Assessment

Results

contribution to quantitative targets;
additional indicators possible

distribution of effects neglected

new premise: achieve quantitative targets 
with cost-effective means

incomplete assessment

combine accessibility improvements with 
spatial push measures

Extensive data and models required

CO2-mitigation potential by public 
transport infrastructure seems to be low

weak assessment results

Case Study
possible adaptation: accessibility targets 
based on urban structure

status quo bias: “maintain accessibility”
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BeneVit
Innovative assessment methods for 
sustainable transportation investments
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